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Associate News Edi tor 
According to the National Sexual 
Violence Resource Center, 27.7 per-
cent of college-aged women reported 
a sexual encounter after the age of 
fourteen which met the legal defini-
tion of rape or attempted rape. Sara 
Wexler '08 created a "golden lady" 
sculpture to raise awareness about 
sexual abuse on the Lawrence cam-
pus. The sculpture lasted about two 
days before Wexler found her broken 
and discarded over the construction 
site's fence. 
Wexler intended the piece- cre-
ated for Rob Neilson's Advanced 
Sculpture class- to encourage a 
social dialogue about rape. Wexler 
specifically picked the fraternity 
quad for the location of the piece 
so the sculpture would be in a "very 
vulnerable position surrounded by 
lots of people, lots of men in par-
ticular." 
Wexler's golden lady depicted 
a woman defeated by rape. "She 
look[ed] very vulnerable. She [had] 
no arms. She kneel[ed] in kind of a 
submissive position. [She] look[ed] 
very used," Wexler said. · 
Neilson, a sculptor and Assistant 
Professor of Art, said, "(Wexler] had 
given all of us at Lawrence a shin-
ing, golden gift in the middle of a 
cold, snow filled white space behind 
Draheim." 
Allegedly, members of a frater-
nity tried to move the golden lady 
into their house twice during her 
short stay. Wexler's friends told sign was a reaction to the theft. Amy Uecke, the Associate Dean of 
them to return the sculpture and Members of the Phi Delta Theta Students for Residence Life, who had 
they complied. That night, Wexler fraternity requested the sign be the sign removed. 
moved the sculpture into her room removed because of the implications Uecke said the whole issue was 
to protect it. of its placement. They contacted a "big misunderstanding" by all par-
The next mom- ties involved. 
ing, Wexler returned Referring to 
the golden lady. the Phi-Delts' 
About ten hours request to 
later, she went miss- have the sign 
ing again. This time, removed, Uecke 
she was not returned. said, "I don't 
Wexler didn't find think they knew 
the golden lady until what was in the 
April 5. "I didn't find quad was an art 
her until yesterday in project. I think 
the construction site, they thought it 
all broken. Somebody was some sort 
tossed her over the of message 
fence," Wexler said. aimed at them." 
Wexler's friend, Uecke said 
Davis Hudson '08, there needs to 
encouraged her to be more com-
respond to the theft. m u n i c a t i o n 
Together they creat- between the 
ed a six-foot-tall sign art department 
with a quote from and the rest of 
Helen Benedict's the campus in 
book Virgin or Vamp: sponsoring out-
How the Press Covers door art. Uecke 
Sex Crimes. The sign said, "It would 
read, "Rape is a crime probably be a 
of opportunity. The good idea for 
victim is not cho- the art depart-
sen because of her ment or any art 
looks or behavior, professor that's 
but because she is sponsoring out-
there." They painted door art to be 
the word "she" with in touch with 
gold spray paint and .__ ______________________ ___. Physical Plant." 
replaced the word Phom by Davis Hu<lson phi -De It. s 
"is" with "was" to The sign, place<l near the fraterni ty quad, reads: ",\lost commonly, rape is a crime of opportuni ty. The president, Tony 
emphasize that this ~::~:'.: t~::·;1;:;: !t:;;:~::ldhc~~ ::~~ s~'.tl~e~;;_ior, bur because she lwasJ there." 1, was put up as a Norton, said the 
fraternity requested the removal not 
because th~y thought the artists 
aimed it at them, but because of the 
reaction from the rest of the student 
body who may think otherwise·. "It 
was never our intention to insult the 
artist or her artwork, we were simply 
worried about the reaction the sign 
may have caused upon our house," 
Norton said. 
Wexler and Hudson went to talk 
to the fraternity's president and 
explained the sign wasn't aimed 
towards them. They reached an 
agreement and Wexler and Hudson 
returned the sign for the rest of the 
day. 
Although it may have been a mis-
understanding, the situation brought 
up some important points. The theft 
and destruction of the artwork was 
more than just an act of vandalism. 
As Nielson commented, "The theft of 
Sara Wexler's sculpture is a travesty 
and a clear violation of the Honor 
Code akin to destroying a fellow stu-
dent's term paper or lab experiment. 
I am hopeful, but not optimistic that 
it will not happen again." 
The theft of the golden lady 
and the removal of the sign raise 
questions about Lawrence's attitude 
towards art and towards rape. Wexler 
and Hudson pondered whether the 
sculpture would have been left alone 
had it not been a woman or had it 
not been placed in the fraternity 
quad. Wexler said, "What I want is 
for people to know about what hap-
pened and I want people to know 
it's not okay to break sculptures or 
break women." 
Valeria Rojas awarded Watson Lawrence musicians win competition 
Dylan Reed-Maxfield 
for The LJ.nvrenha11 
While other Lawrentians in the 
Class of 2008 begin their search 
for jobs or make decisions about 
graduate school, senior Valeria 
Rojas is preparing for a year-long 
journey to South America. Rojas 
was recently awarded a $25,000 
Watson Fellowship to study ethnic 
discrimination and social exclu-
sion in Argentina, Bolivia, Chile and 
Ecuador. 
Each year, the Thomas J. Watson 
Foundation selects 50 students from 
an applicant pool that originally 
includes almost 1,000 seniors from 
private liberal arts colleges around 
the nation. Applicants must submit 
a personal statement and a project 
proposal, and recipients are eventu-
ally chosen through a process of 
rigorous interviews by professors 
at their institutions and representa-
tives of the Watson Foundation who 
travel to campuses to meet each 
school's nominees. 




to travel outside the United States 
for a full year and explore topics 
of great personal interest to them. 
Ideally, their travels will increase 
"their capacity for resourcefulness, 
imagination, openness and leader-
ship." This year's recipients were 
announced on March 14. 
Rojas was raised in the Peruvian 
capital of Lima, and thus was familiar 
with discrimination against indige-
nous peoples in South America from 
a young age. However, it wasn't until 
she came to Lawrence that she really 
began to think of it as the great 
injustice she now believes it to be. 
Rojas explained that in much 
of South America, prejudice against 
people who aren't of European 
descent is normalized and is quite 
open. It is seen as an aspect of cul-
ture not really up for ethical debate. 
She described a pervading "That's 
just the way it is" attitude. 
As a "mestiza" - a person of 
mixed race - Rojas feels a strong 
See Watson on page 2 
Deborah N m>11 
Staff \\'riter 
Seven Lawrence students-three 
soloists and a string quartet-
shared top honors at the Neale-
Silva Competition on March 16 in 
Madison. The honored students were 
four out of the five winners chosen 
from fourteen finalists. As part of 
the prize, the winners will perform 
in concert in Madison's Wisconsin 
Union Theater on April 30, which 
will be broadcast live statewide on 
Wisconsin Public Radio's (WPR) chan-
nel of National Public Radio (NPR) 
News and Classical Music Network. 
WPR's Neale-Silva Competition is 
open to soloists, duos, trios, quartets 
and quintets with members between 
the ages of 17 and 26. All musicians 
have to live or attend school in 
Wisconsin. For the past two years, 
several Lawrence students have been 
winners: percussionist Kyle Traska 
in 2007 and saxophonist Sara Kind 





Wind: NNE at 18 mph 
This year, the three soloists were Ekberg '09 from Marquette, Mich. 
pianists Amy Lauters, Will Martin and and New Hope, Minn., violist Sarah 
Michael Smith. Lauters, a freshman Bellmore '08 from Appleton and eel-
from Manhattan, Kan., and Martin, list Max Hero '10 from Wauwatosa, 
a sophomore from Floosmoor, Ill., Wis. The quartet, coached by 
both study with Associate Professor Assistant Professor and violinist 
Anthony Padilla. For the concert, Wen-Lei Gu, has been playing togeth-
Lauters will perform a Chopin noc- er since the fall. They will perform 
turne, Haydn's Piano Sonata in C Shostakovich's String Quartet no. 8. 
Major, no. 60, and Ravel's Jeux D'eau. In choosing the Shostakovich, 
Martin will perform Gershwin's Simandl stated, "We continued to 
Rhapsody in Blue. have fun playing it throughout fall 
Smith, a sophomore from · and winter term. It has cool parts 
Davis, Calif., studies with Associate for everyone in the quartet to play!" 
Professor Michael Kim. He will per- In preparation, they performed it in 
form the "Fantasia" from J.S. Bach's a recital during fall term. 
Chromatic Fantasy and Fugue and According to Ekberg, the quartet 
Schumann's Sonata no. 3 in f minor, entered the competition, since "we 
op. 14. knew that we wanted to be together 
Like most competitors, Smith as a quartet all year and we knew 
chose his pieces due to their famil- that we wanted to have a goal to 
iarity and technical emphasis. Smith work toward." 
said, "The Bach is a piece I've played Simandl suggested the Neale-
for a long time ... The Schumann is Silva, as she had already decided to 
a piece that really brings out my enter as a soloist. However, perform-
strengths as a performer." 
The string quartet consists of 




Wind: Nat 13 mph 
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Book Festival brings writers to Appleton From our kitchen to yours: 
;.:r;~~~}7illiamson of different places in the F?x Ci_ties, ~rs together and to celebrate the Recipes from Dining Services 
including Lawrence Urnversity's literary arts. 
Memorial Chapel, Harmony Cafe, "I hope not only that it's going 
and the Appleton, Kaukauna and to be a great event that people are 
Neenah Public Libraries, as well as going to be excited about, but also 
Here is a recipe that anticipates the cool flavors of summer! The First Annual Fox Cities Book 
Festival will be held April 16-20, 
coinciding with National Library 
Week and National Poetry Month. 
The festival will feature events with 
over 40 local, regional and national 
authors, as well as a book fair. 
other locations in the area. For a that it will encourage people to Robert Wall Quarter the potatoes. Trim the green 
beans. Clean the green beans and 
blanch in boiling water for three 
minutes. Allow the potatoes, eggs, 
and beans to cool. Remove the seeds 
from the cucumber and grate with 
the large side of a box grater. Salt 
the cucumber and let stand in a 
strainer for 15 minutes. Boil the 
potatoes for 12 minutes. Boil the 
eggs for 11 minutes. Peel and quar-
ter the eggs. Squeeze the moisture 
from the cucumber. Whisk together 
the remaining dressing ingredients. 
Add the cucumbers to the dressing. 
Toss the beans, tomatoes and eggs 
with the dressing. Adjust season-
ings. Serve chilled or at room tem-
perature. 
complete listing of all of the events read," Kort said. Dining Services Chef 
and locations, visit http://www. "We hear about how people for n , 0n,,r,,,lia11 
focol.org/bookfest/index.asp aren't going to read books any- Green Bean and Potato Salad 
Ellen Kort, Wisconsin's Poet more, it's going to be all technology 
Some of the authors include 
Charles Baxter, author of "The 
Feast of Love," Billy Collins, US Poet 
Laureate 2001-2003, Alex Flinn, 
author of "Breathing Underwater," 
and Alice Hoffman, author of "Here 
on Earth," featured on Oprah's Book 
Club. 
Laureate 2000-2004, and co-chair- - but I don't think that's true. What with Cucumber Dressing 
Several Lawrence professors 
will be speaking, including Marcia 
Bj0rnerud, Professor of Geology, 
Tim Spurgin, Associate Professor 
of English, and David McGlynn, 
Assistant Professor of English. 
The events will be held at a variety 
person of the event, came up with I'm finding from the people being 
the idea for a book festival while excited about the book festival is 
serving as Poet Laureate. that people enjoy holding a book in 
Kort said that the inspiration their hand." 
for the book festival "goes back a Kort also believes that the book 
little ways - I served four years festival will help bring the Fox Cities 
as Wisconsin's first Poet Laureate, community together. There is a 
and during those years, I thought, wide variety of authors, and there is 
'Madison has had several book festi- something at the festival for every-
vals, and so has Milwaukee, and it's one, children and adults alike. 
time that the Fox Cities has one."' "A lot of people have helped 
Kort noted that her vision for fund it and it has a community feel 
the book festival came from her to it," Kort said. 
hopes to connect readers and writ-
Study abroad journal: France 
Vanessa Weller 
for Tint Lawrmtrun 
I am sitting in a bus in northern 
France, watching the cows pass by, 
the sheep, the poplars that, despite 
the proximity to the English Channel 
where everything from lemon curd 
to weather patterns is imported, 
spring up from the marshes. 
The rain comes in sheets. We pass 
one church, then another. Suddenly, 
the farms and churchyards dear 
into a field, and beyond the horizon 
is the shore: Omaha Beach. The bus 
stops in the parking lot, and a voice 
from behind me sighs, "It's good to 
be back on American soil." 
True. This little stretch of land 
has been claimed, as if it were an 
extension of the embassy in Paris, 
or a fragment of Maine that floated 
across the ocean to reattach itself 
onto another continent. The original 
Breton name has been long forgotten. 
Tourists and locals alike refer to the 
beach, in fact the whole area where 
American, English and Canadian 
troops disembarked on D-Day, June 
6, 1945, by the code names given by 
the Americans during the war. 
Being an American abroad has 
never seemed as much a collective 
identity as this past weekend I spent 
in Normandy. The beaches where 
American soldiers disembarked dur-
ing World War II, the American cem-
etery where thousands of fallen sol-
diers are buried, the museum com-
memorating the war in Caen, teem 
with Americans. I recognize them 
by the hands-in-pockets amble from 
faraway, the American Eagle jeans, 
Columbia or North Face jacket, and 
when they speak with each other, it's 
an all-out cacophony of whoever can 
bellow the loudest wins. 
I notice this with my compatriots 
- the other Americans from IES on 
the trip organized by the institute 
- not so much when we're in Nantes 
together, but now, in a small town 
where any foreigner is automati-
cally dubbed American. It's strange. 
I feel as if being recognized as an 
American is a blow to my "European" 
identity. 
But what does that mean? I sup-
pose, in all honesty, I have since 
August been trying to conceal the fact 
that I am American. No, not because 
I'm ashamed of my nationality, or 
because I dislike being American, 
but because I have been playing a 
part - a role in a play or a film. Sort 
of a guessing game between me and 
the rest of the world. And, again, in 
all honesty, I don't quite know how I 
feel about this. 
Being judged as part of a group 
rather than as an individual must 
be most of it. And the stigma of 
American imperialism. It's certain-
ly the case that most Europeans 
see Americans as loud and fat and 
obnoxious, and rather out of touch 
LUCC Weekly Update 
James Duncan-Welke, LUCC President 
with the rest of the world. We are 
a third of a continent, after all, and 
many Americans never leave the 
country. 
It's true that America "saved 
the day" so to speak, in World War 
II. It's a well-known historical fact 
that France officially ceded to Nazi 
Germany in 1940, but that was 
almost seventy years ago. In a world 
where getting along is integral to the 
survival of the planet - the threat 
of Global Warming, for instance 
- I feel that things as petty as who 
won which war slowly grate on my 
psyche. 
And with the all-time high of 
the Euro, 1:1.59, Europeans are a 
little indignant at a time when some 
Americans act as if we're still living in 
the 1950s and a trip to Europe is just 
an extension of the American Dream, 
whatever that may be, though, truth 
be told, the Americans I've gotten to 
know abroad are less of spendthrifts 
than the French I've met. 
Normandy is beautiful. The 
beaches stretch for miles, with wild 
brambles growing along the cliffs 
and oyster shells washing up with 
the waves. It rained all weekend, 
which has probably left me in this 
bad mood. And thoughts of war at 
every turn. Perhaps this little sliver 
of "American soil" has, in its own 
way, made me feel patriotic. I don't 
quite know how I feel about this. 
As part of the new wee eabin~t's visibility initiative, wee will be publishing weekly press releases 
explaining what's going on in your student government. Each week we'll provide a summary of the 
latest meetings and a schedule of what's coming up. 
Introducing the 2008-2009 Cabinet 
Vice-President: Jeff Solberg 
Treasurer: Aneesh Chauhan 
Finance Secretary: Nicole Capozziello 
General Council 
President: James Duncan-Welke 
Parliamentarian: Dan Crouse 
Recording Secretary: Syed Abbas 
Corresponding Secretary: Christie Mccowen 
General Council met Tuesday, Apr. 8. President Beck addressed the council and described ideas for 
a theme year centered around the environment. The council also discussed Formal Group Housing 
Committee selection and the Babcock Award. 
Next meeting: 11:10 a.m. April 22, Riverview Lounge. 
Announcements: 
Voting for the Babcock Award will be open in the surveys section of Voyager until 11:59 p.m. Sunday, 
Apr. 13. Be sure to vote for one of the five finalists who you think has contributed most to the 
Lawrence Community. 
Re-recognition materials have been mailed out to student organizations. These materials are due back 
to the Campus Activities Office by 5 p.m. Friday, Apr. 18. Groups which do not turn in the forms on 
time will not be eligible to participate in LUCC's budgeting process. 
Check out our new bulletin board in the Union across from the photocopier. 
1 pound red potatoes, quartered 
2 eggs 
4 oz. fresh green beans, trimmed 
For the Dressing: 
1 small cucumber 
2 T. mayonnaise 
2 T. plain unsweetened yogurt 
l T. fresh tarragon, minced 
1 T. fresh parsley, minced 
2 scallions, minced 
Yi t. Dijon mustard 
Juice of Yz lime 
Salt and pepper to taste 
Ben Kramer exhibit 
Now open in Mudd Gallery 
Photo by Stephen \nunson 
Senior ar ti s1 Ben Kramer's cxhibu "Cluna Closet Childhood" opened Fnday, \pr. -t 1n lhc third 
noor ~ludcl Galkry. The ceramics c:dubi1 will rem ain o pen un11l \pril 13 
Watson 
continued from page 1 
personal desire as well as a social 
obligation to do something to 
address the problem of racism. 
"I'm not thinking I'm going to 
save the world or anything," she 
said, "but hopefully I'll be able to 
help other people start questioning 
the stereotypes." 
Rojas' project aims to examine 
the issue of discrimination from 
three different perspectives: that of 
the national government, that of the 
society of the South American cities 
and that of the indigenous peoples 
themselves. After a year of living 
Sale 
continued from page 1 
ing as part of a quartet is very dif-
ferent from performing as a soloist, 
with three other people and parts 
demanding equal attention. Ekberg 
added, "I personally am less nervous 
performing with my quartet, and I 
end up being a lot happier after the 
both in the cities and among the 
indigenous in rural areas, she will 
return to the U.S. and give a pre-
sentation on her trip at a national 
convention. 
Originally, applying for the 
Watson seriously intimidated Rojas. 
"In July, I wasn't going to do it," 
she confessed. Recently, however, 
she's thought quite highly of the 
process, saying "You learn so much 
about what you want to do, because 
[your proposal] has to be something 
personal to you." 
Rojas must depart for Argentina 
by August 1, and may not go home 
or return to the United States during 
the following 12 months. 
performance." 
At this point, the winners are 
beginning think about prepara-
tions for the April 30 performance. 
Simandl says, "We'll pick up where 
we left off and get it even better." 
Smith, on the other hand, stated an 
additional job: "I need to iron my 
pants." 
THE LAWRENTIAN 
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The secret lives of profs 
David Kaplin: More than a snappy dresser 
Kayla Wilson 
Sraff Writer 
Much to the dismay of his stu-
dents, Visiting Assistant Professor 
of English David Kaplin has just 
embarked on his last term at 
Lawrence. During his short stay, he 
has taught many lessons, includ-
ing how to feign enthusiasm for 
Wordsworth, how to tell it is time for 
a career change and of course, the 
importance of reality television. 
but at a different law firm. "I don't 
regret it," he said, "but I'm so happy 
I'm out of there." 
Kaplin applied for an open posi-
tion at Lawrence and joined the 
faculty in fall 2006. Of the interview 
process, he said, "I really felt a com-
fortable collegial and academic con-
nection. It was nice to come to work 
somewhere comfortable. 
He added, "I will probably mea-
sure all future teaching experiences 
by my experience here as sort of the 
gold standard." 
Kaplin, a specialist in 
Victorian literature, cited 
his period of "profession-
al turmoil" as important 
in terms of pushing him 
toward this period, saying, 
"I was reading these novels 
at this time, and they are 
all about securing the home 
-...:.i..,;, .,1...u.,· 1 as a safe and stable place, 
which is what I was trying 
to do." 
Of course, the humor is 
also important. "It can be 
so bawdy, and then in the 
next sentence so subtle," 
he said. 
While these academic 
answers are fine and well, 
the truth behind his choice 
'---'-_;;.a_-i.......:....-.J.__.,;,,,.,;, ____ __JUJ in a specialty is much more 
J>holO by Lindsay I laywar~ hilarious. Said Kaplin, "I like 
Kaplin prncnccs his \Xordsworth smile. tO Sit at home and read them 
Professor Kaplin, who triple-
majored in Western philosophy, 
history and literature as an under-
grad, originally intended to pursue 
a career in literature, "doing some-
thing academic." 
However, while he was a sopho-
more at Wesleyan, a good friend of 
his started at Cornell Law, and her 
reports got him excited about pursu-
ing that field. 
This career path ended up not 
being right for him, which he real-
ized after his unfortunate "ATM 
incident," in which he yelled at an 
old lady. 
"The one thing I take away from 
my law career is how not to yell 
at old ladies," he joked. After this 
detour he returned to literature 
spending the next two years prepar'. 
ing for grad school and reading the 
things he loves. 
He continued to work as a lawyer 
up through grad school, however, 
aloud in a fake British accent." 
A proper outfit for this endeavor has 
yet to be found. 
When he is not reading Dickens 
aloud to himself on rainy evenings, 
Professor Kaplin spends a lot of 
time outside, biking, running and 
hiking in nice weather. He also has 
a "sick and terrible addiction" to 
reality TV, including shows like "The 
Amazing Race," "Survivor," "Project 
Runway" and new addition to the 
lineup "America's Next Top Model." 
Kaplin tends to read Victorian 
literature primarily during the school 
year, but he does branch out during 
breaks and is actually in the middle 
of a contemporary novel, Haruki 
Murakami's "Kafka on the Shore." 
"It's like being dunked into a 
pool of cool water," Kaplin said of 
taking a break from reading litera-
ture from his period. However, his 
favorite novel remains Dickens' "Our 
Mutual Friend." 
Scientists of the \VTeek· Sveinn Sigurdsson & W' • Ashlan Fa1leta-Cowden 
by April West 
Scientists of week are juniors 
Sveinn Sigurdsson and Ashlan 
Falletta-Cowden. For their joint 
senior project they are studying 
the effects of Iceland's recent mod-
ernization on the traditional diet. 
They began this project last spring 
term with Professor Mark Jenike as 
their advisor. Their study began as 
a nutritional anthropology study of 
the unique Icelandic diet which, up 
until recently, consisted mostly of 
potatoes and meat. 
1n spite of this seemingly 
unhealthy diet Iceland's popula-
tion has one of the longest life 
span average in the world, which 
could also be an effect of social-
ized medicine. Their initial plan 
was to study how 
the Icelandic pop-
ulation obtained 
all the minerals 
and nutrients 
they needed with-
out eating many 
fruits and veg-
etables. Iceland 
only began to 
modernize about 
50 years ago and 
now finds itself 
in a unique time, 
in the midst of 
becoming glo-
balized. At this 





as the younger 
generations are 
drawn to newer 
foods like pizza 
and McDonalds. 
Ic e l an d's 
mod erniz ation 
occurred so late due to its isolation 
and previously limited economy as 
most people either fished or suste-
nance farmed. When England and-
the U.S. used Iceland as an army 
base during World War II, the sol-
diers' expectations for electricity 
and roads sparked the moderniza-
tion. The presence of the soldiers 
was also another source of income 
and cash flow that helped to kick-
start modernization. 
Sigurdsson, who is a native of 
Iceland stated, "It is an extremely 
recent modernization. There have 
been definite changes that I have 
seen in my lifetime. My father 
remembers when the first road was 
paved and he turns 42 today." 
Iceland's changes have been 
concurrent with modernization of 
other countries. Icelanders have 
become more likely to eat more 
fruits and vegetables, sweets, pro-
cessed foods, and less fatty meats. 
The average Icelander today eats 
3,500 calories which is 1,500 more 
than what is recommended for the 
average daily intake for Americans. 
This is down from the original 
5,000 calories a day, due mainly 
to a lack of central heating and 
intense physical labor. 
1n 50 years, traditional food will 
only exist as a symbol. "It 
is a really unique time in 
He and Ashlan decided to 
study the effects of modernization 
on the Icelandic diet as well its 
cultural implications. They began 
by questioning, will their health get 
worse after all these changes? 
Still, many Icelandic natives are 
losing sight of traditional cuisine 
while more fantastical versions of 
traditional foods are becoming bet-
ter known. "The younger genera-
tions think that it is important to 
keep that aspect of their culture 
alive but none of them want to 
take the time to learn how to pre-
pare these intricate native dishes " 
explained Sigurdsson. ' 
To the 
should 
not be lost, but 
to the older genera-
tions it is a real loss 
of food, they do not 
necessarily see it as 
a symbol but just 
see it as a loss of 
good nutri tion. 
Ashlan and 
Sveinn will be pre-
senting their find-
ings this June at 
the Association for 
the Study of Food 
and Society (AFSF) 
conference in 
New Orleans with 
Professor Jenike. 
"I have always 
l'ho10 by ~Like Korcck been interested in 
a country's development to study," 
said Ashlan. Due to modernization 
there has been a loss of older tra-
ditional knowledge such as how to 
prepare traditional Icelandic dishes 
and traditional Icelandic methods 
of cooking, such as burying foods 
in certain geothermal areas to bake 
them or burying them in cold areas 
to freeze them. 
"My grandma is still eating the 
same way she did before. She still 
bakes bread by burying it in a geo-
thermal area of her backyard and 
still finds all of her own lichens," 
said Sigurdsson. 
other cultures and 
societies and the ways they are 
so similar and so different at the 
same time. People are fascinating. 
The differences in human variation 
are fascinating. 1n terms of diet, 
people around the world get by 
eating so many different things," 
stated Falleta-Cowden. 
"I recommend honors projects 
if you have the drive and some-
thing you really want to study. It's 
an example of Lawrence at its best 
where you can study something 
you really want to and work one 
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Theta's CASA Cafe a success 
Cynthia Drake 
Copy Chief 
March 16, 2008 Kappa Alpha 
Theta raised more than 350 dol-
lars for their philanthropy, Court 
Appointed Special Advocates (CASA). 
CASA is an organization dedicated to 
supporting children in the court sys-
tem. Titled "Casa Cafe, the event was 
formulated differently than previous 
philanthropic events, but is consid-
ered a success by all involved. 
Local businesses supported 
Kappa Alpha Theta and, in · turn, 
CASA by generously donating bak-
ery items and coffee. The dona-
tions were then sold on Lawrence 
University's campus. The members 
of the sorority recruited the dona-
tions via phone and by foot for over 
three weeks. 
The generous businesses 
and Culvers. The women of Kappa 
Alpha Theta extend their warmest 
thanks to these businesses. 
Lawrence students, in the midst 
of finals week, came out in spades, 
purchasing doughnuts, coffee, bread, 
cookies, scones and other fresh bak-
ery items. Well-planned selling sta-
tions were located in the study hot 
spot of the library as well as high-
traffic dorm houses. Each station 
was manned by enthusiastic sorority 
members. 
"It was great to get involved with 
CASA Cafe; - our philanthropy was 
one of the main reasons I joined 
Kappa Alpha Theta, and the oppor-
tunity to fundraise for CASA was not 
only fun to do, but it also felt great 
to know that the money we raised 
went directly to a great cause," said 
Caitlin Williamson, a freshman mem-
ber of the sub-committee organizing 
the event. 
community but also a wonderful 
cause were very valuable and went 
a long way in raising rev-
enue and spreading aware-
ness about CASA. In addi-
tion, coordinated efforts from 
the theme houses and formal 
group houses on campus that 
were extremely supportive of 
the event were very inspiring 
for us to see. The fraternities 
were extremely generous and 
charitable contributions from 
houses like ORC, Greenfire 
and Soundboard really helped 
to put us over-the-top in 
achieving our goals. We can-
not thank everyone enough 
who helped to make CASA 
cafe one of our best philan-
thropic efforts ever," added 
the sorority's president, 
junior Amanda Schlais. 
One-hundred percent 
of proceeds went directly 
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to donate were Live Oak Market, 
Creative Croissant, CS! Appleton, 
Brewed Awakenings, Big Apple 
Bagels, Breadsmith, Simon's Bakery, 
Caf&eacute; on the Ave, Copper Rock 
Coffee Co., Starbucks, Tastee Bakery 
"Participation from the Lawrence 
community was crucial in order for 
CASA Cafe; to be successful. The 
efforts of individual students on 
campus to support not only Kappa 
Alpha Theta and the Lawrence Greek 
tion about this organization i--------......,__, 
please visit http://www.chil-
dadvocates.org. 
Formal apology by Yuais 
Dearest campus community, 
You may not be aware, but 
we, the Yuai Community, have 
badly wronged you. We would 
like to extend our deepest apolo-
gies to all of you. 
The night of Tuesday, Jan. 
29, something terrible happened. 
While the Yuai Community was 
holding its weekly meeting in 
the Game Room in the Student 
Union, two members of our orga-
nization committed an act of 
unconscionable vandalism and 
violence towards campus prop-
erty, the likes of which J-Board 
had never dealt with before. 
When one individual sponta-
neously decided to recline upon 
the billiards table, another indi-
vidual used a piece of the bil-
liards chalk to trace an outline 
around the prone form. When 
the former individual arose 
from the table, what seemed to 
some to be a "comical" picture 
remained. 
However, the Yuai Community 
has become very much aware 
that this picture was not only 
not comical, but also terribly dis-
respectful towards the Lawrence 
Community. To deface a bil-
liards table, as stained, un-level 
and neglected as it may be, is a 
terrible crime against the very 
ideals of liberal arts education. 
Therefore, we, the Yuai 
Community, extend this formal 
apology to the entire Lawrence 
campus. 
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BOS explores interracial dating Geometry Column 
Katy Hillbo 
News J•',duor 
What is love? It is an impossible 
question. Love is something differ-
ent for each person, and yet, it is the 
thread that binds all of us together 
and makes sense of our messy lives. 
Love can reveal the best and bring 
out the worst in each of us. It can 
make us feel like we are the luckiest 
people in the world or like we are 
being torn into pieces. 
The mystery of love is that it 
doesn't play by the rules. Love can-
not be quantified. It cannot be con-
trolled, defined or planned; it can 
only be felt. 
Thursday, Apr. 3, the Black 
Organization of Students held a 
program called "The Color of Love." 
The goal of the program was to 
explore relationships that challenge 
the racial boundaries that are still so 
prevalent in society. 
The program began with a 
showing of "Guess Who7," the 2005 
remake of the classic 1967 film 
"Guess Who's Corning to Dinner." 
The film gives an updated version 
of the story of a supposedly liberal 
couple who get a surprise when their 
daughter reveals that she is in an 
interracial relationship by bringing 
her boyfriend home to meet them. 
The movie gives a comedic, but 
relatable account of the discrimina-
tion that many interracial couples 
face, even from family members. 
After the showing, a panel 
answered questions that BOS mem-
bers had prepared as well as ques-
tions from the audience. The panel 
represented people with a wide 
range of perspectives on interra-
cial relationships, inducting a couple 
from the Appleton community, a 
couple from Lawrence, the daughter 
of a white man and a black woman, 
and a homosexual couple. 
The panel members and mem-
bers of the audience told accounts 
of their experiences as members of 
interracial relationships. Some were 
humorous, some heart-wrenching. 
" ... People thought that he was 
a Packer and I was his agent," 
said Director of Admissions and 
Lawrence alumnus Chuck Erickson 
'02 about an experience he went out 
to eat with his boyfriend. 
Lawrentians Ben Glover and 
Megan Hendrickson, both '08 
recalled the looks that they received 
from people when they walked into 
church together during a visit to 
Hendrickson's small and non-diverse 
hometown of Antigo, Wisconsin. 
"Everybody turned around to 
look at us," said Hendrickson. 
A member of the audience also 
shared a story: "Once, my husband 
and I went out to dinner with anoth-
er couple [who were the same ethnic-
ity as each other]. When the waitress 
brought our leftovers back, she put 
theirs together. She gave us separate 
bags," she said. This woman married 
her husband in 1973, the same year 
Mississippi repealed its law against 
interracial marriages. It was the last 
state in the U.S. to do so. 
"The Color of Love" was an 
important program and is hopefully 
a sign of a trend toward an increase 
in education about interracial rela-
tionships and race issues. As one 
audience member commented, "A 
lot of the things happening here 
happen not out of prejudice, but out 
of ignorance." 
WLFM to be broadcast in grill 
Melody Moberg 
for The L1wrmha11 
Evenings at the Union Grill will 
soon be enhanced by the sounds of 
live student radio. WLFM is work-
ing with Arno Damerow and ITS 
to install a portable internet radio 
broadcaster in the Grill. The switch, 
occurring this week, will raise aware-
ness of the station, increase the lis-
tener base and make the experience 
of running a radio show more like 
"real-world" broadcasting. 
The broadcaster will include a 
screen showing the title and artist 
of the song being played. Student 
programming will replace the FM 
stations normally played in the Grill 
from 5 p.m. to midnight Sunday 
through Thursday, with shorter 
hours on Friday. 
WLFM is more accessible today 
than it was in the past. Web-based 
broadcasting is available wherever 
there is an internet connection, so 
the availability of WLFM is much 
greater than when it was over the 
air alone. However, switching to an 
entirely web-based format means 
listeners have to make more of an 
effort to tune in. 
Broadcasting in the Grill will 
increase the exposure ofLawrentians 
to WLFM. Station manager Chris 
Wright '08 claimed, "with broadcast-
ing in the Grill it becomes more like 
listening to radio in your car or on 
the boombox. People can simply 
walk into the Grill, hear something 
great and then tune into WLFM on 
their own, or at least check out 
bands or music they've just heard." 
WLFM began operation in 1956. 
The station shared 91.l FM with 
Wisconsin Public Radio's Ideas 
Network. WLFM began web-casting 
in April 2001. In late 2005, aging 
equipment and a low signal prompt-
ed a conversion from an over-the-air 
FM broadcast to an all web-based 
format. The station's license and the 
91.l broadcast frequency were sold 
to Starboard Media Foundation, a 
nonprofit Green Bay company. 
WLFM is owned by Lawrence 
University and operated by stu-
dents. During the academic year, live 
student programming is broadcast 
seven days a week in the evenings, 
from around 5 p.m. to midnight. 
During off hours, an auto-gener-
ated shuffle of music plays continu-
ously. 
"WLFM tries to play and promote 
independent artists and music so 
we're hoping that having it playing 
in the Grill and public spaces will 
allow these artists to get airplay, 
and to reach an audience that they 
normally wouldn't reach," Wright 
said. He added that having their 
shows played in a public place is 
"a great opportunity for the DJs 
to have some public broadcasting 
experience and exposure." 
This public exposure also means 
that shows will need to adhere to 
stricter standards regarding con-
tent. Nicole Capozziello '09, who 
co-hosts a talk show with Jamie 
Gajewski '09, is optimistic about 
the switch, although she will have 
to stop swearing and "talking about 
crazy Lawrentians. Although chang-
ing our vocabulary/subject material 
on our show will be a little difficult 
at first and annoying at times, I feel 
it is definitely worth the trade-off of 
being broadcast on campus." 
After a trial period in the Union 
Grill, the Coffeehouse may also 
begin playing WLFM by the end of 
this term. 
WLFM can be heard online at 
www.lawrence.edu/sorg/wlfm. If 
you are interested in contacting 
WLFM or applying for a radio show, 
visit www.lawrence.edu/ sorg/wlfm/ 
contact. 
Co-op Booksale Challenges Conkey's 
Grace Christiansen 
Siaff \X 'mcr 
It's a feeling familiar to stu-
dents at Lawrence University. It 
comes at the beginning of each 
term along with the excitement of 
new classes. It's the slightly sicken-
ing feeling CX'Perienced by hundreds 
of Lawrentians as they walk down 
College Avenue, enter Conkey's 
bookshop and make their way down 
the stairs. This feeling comes from 
paying the price for knowledge -
literally. Thankfully, there may be a 
remedy: the Co-op book sale. 
Last week, from Monday, Mar. 
3 through Thursday, Apr. 3, Co-op 
held its third book sale in two years. 
The idea of the book sale is for stu-
dents to bring in books and fill out 
forms to accompanv the books. The 
students answer questions such as: 
"Which class is this book for?" "Is 
the class being offered this term?" 
and "How much is Conkey's charg-
ing?" Students set their own prices 
and leave the books to be sold in 
Riverview Lounge. At the end of the 
week, Co-op members contact the 
people selling the books and either 
give them their money or return the 
unsold books. 
The book sale began Winter 
Term last year as a way for Co-op 
to fulfill their community service 
requirement. 
"We want to do what we can 
to help the campus," said junior 
Peter Raccuglia, a member of Co-op, 
"and what better way than recycling 
books? We, as Co-op, are really just 
there to facilitate the exchange of 
books between students." 
The book sale - which was adver-
tised through posters, Facebook and, 
most importantly, word of mouth 
- was very successful this year. 
"It's not quite as comprehensive 
as we'd like yet," said Raccuglia, 
"but it's growing each term we do it 
and a lot of people are really enthu-
siastic about the idea. We're looking 
forward to the book sale being an 
established thing and it's quickly 
becoming one." 
At least two hundred books 
were sold this term, with textbooks 
usually priced between fifteen and 
twenty dollars. 
If you missed the book sale this 
year, don't worry. Co-op is planning 
on having one during the first week 
of every term, so hold on to your 




for Tht unvrenlian 
M: You're too scared to express 
affection in public, you never lis-
ten to me and I mean why should 
you? You never treat me like your 
intellectual equal and always avoid 
engaging me in elevated conversa-
tion. 
J: What do you mean? 
M: When's the last time we had a 
good conversation? 
J: Well .. 
M: Let's just try to have an intel-
ligent conversation, James. Engage 
me! 
J: Well, what are some of your 
favorite bathrooms on campus? 
M: Well, definitely not the Plantz, 
Ormsby, Sage, Trever or Colman 
bathrooms. 
J: Especially the Trever male 
bathrooms. 
M: Well they're 
all pretty much co-ed 
anyways. At least on 
weekends. 
J: Yeah, that's true, 
which stirs things up a 
little, especially . have 
when you're sitting in a 
stall with diarrhea and 
the guy across the hall 
brings his girlfriend in 
with him to have a talk 
about the state of their 
relationship. 
M: What about 
Brokaw? Have you 
ever been in the one in 
Brokaw? 
J: Nope. 
M: Me either. 
J: Who wants to go 
in there anyways. Well 
what about Hiett? It's 
the spacing is fine, but all those 
people sit at those tables with noth-
ing to distract them except for your 
entering and exiting the bathroom, 
often separated by a 15 minute 
interval. I mean, it's nothing ter-
rible, but anything to keep library 
awkwardness to a minimum. 
M: Hmm, you don't seem to fol-
low that philosophy very often. 
J: But as I was saying, third 
floor. Still spacy but more private. 
Ding ding' 
M: That's your favorite? 
J: Nah, not my favorite, but a 
pretty good one nonetheless. You 
know, I just tried main hall's third 
floor bathroom out recently for the 
first time. It was pretty exciting, 
although I didn't use the stalls, 
which I know partially discredits 
any assessment of a bathroom. 
M: I know that bathroom 
Phmo coun L·:s,· of hlCcbook 
hard to argue against .\ happy couple at I.I formal. 
having your own bath-
room .. 
M: Yea, if you don't mind the 
loud, powerful toilet flushes. 
J: Oh, I actually have a funny 
story about that. One time I acciden-
tally leaned back and pushed down 
the flush handle with my elbow 
before I was finished. Wowwweee!!! 
But I think the best bathrooms are 
really in the non-residence halls. 
M: I love the library's bathrooms! 
Have you ever been to the library 
basement bathroom? 
J: library basement? 
M: Yeah, you can only access it 
through the career center. It's where 
I go when I need "Madhuri time." 
J: Yea, that's why I'm not a big 









and those stalls, and I agree it is 
quite lovely. Much better than the 
scrunched one on second floor. 
J: Agreed. One wavelength, we 
are. But wait, what do you think 
about Downer? 
M: Well, the water's too hot, 
although for anyone who has 
worked at Downer, the downstairs 
one is alright. 
J: I agree on the water, although 
I like the fluffy soap. But ultimately, 
it's a no-go, because I don't like mix-
ing my intake with my ... 
M: Indeed! Maybe I was wrong 
about you. 
J: Dinner, tomorrow? Just you, 
me and Downer C? 
M: Oh, James (blushing). 
9 8 
7 
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The low-down on 
shorts 
Shorts. What's the deal? They're 
everywhere (although currently they 
are not on our legs because the 
weather is way too November for 
such summery things) from Forever 
21 to Michael Kors. Ways to wear 
them? Ways to not? Who should? 
Who shouldn't? 
KW: I would like to start by 
lashing out at short-shorts. There 
is nothing good about them, even 
if you have really hot legs. They are 
unflattering, cut you off in all kinds 
of strange ways, and frankly, they 
just aren't dassy. If you are going to 
do shorts, a modest length is always 
the best. Otherwise it looks like you 
have on denim underwear or some-
thing, which is probably not the look 
you were going for. 
AA: I have been seeing a lot of 
those walking shorts around - you 
know, the ones that end above the 
knee - and I appreciate those a lot. 
They are great transitional garments, 
i.e. they allow one to prepare for 
spring gradually. They can be worn 
with boots or flats, which makes for 
versatility, no matter the weather, 
unless it's seriously cold. However, 
they should never, ever be worn with 
tights. I abhor the shorts-with-tights 
look. It just wasn't meant to be, you 
guys. 
KW: Oh yes, I too hate the short-
tight combo. And the formal shorts 
which usually are worn in these situ-
ations. Formal shorts are not a thing 
guys. Look into skirts or pants to 
suit your formal needs. 
AA: Yeah ... basically, if they go 
to mid-thigh, it is not formal. I feel 
like this should be obvious. 
EP: I find that shorts and tights 
are an interesting, yet difficult, look. 
Some people can pull it off (albeit 
usually these people have both the 
right YSL platform peep-toe heel 
and mile long supermodel legs), it's 
just not a look that is sweeping the 
nation. 
EG: Can we talk about shorts that 
are too informal? Sometimes people 
think it is all right to wear exer-
cise shorts with nice tops (especially 
velour shorts with nice tops). This is 
not right. Nor is it a good choice to 
wear exercise shorts all day, every-
day. Obviously if you are going to the 
gym or you're just feeling a bit lazy, 
this is understandable. But come on, 
people, get dressed. 
KW: I agree with the velour by 
the way. Another thing to add to 
that list? Terrycloth. Shorts made 
from your hair towel belong on no 
one at any point. I also really, really 
hate denim shorts on both sexes, 
but perhaps more so on guys. I can't 
quite put my finger on why I dislike 
them so vehemently, but they should 
be avoided like the plague. Does 
anyone have any defenses for these 
travesties? 
AA: Ahem. Velour is never ok. 
I mean NEVER. So that clears that 
up. And denim is getting harder 
and harder to deal with, it seems. I 
think denim shorts just always seem 
really ... short. (Hence our problem 
with them). But if they are of a good 
wash, I think they could be all right. 
Still - I agree that guys should stick 
to cargo shorts/khakis and the like. 
For some reason, denim seems dated 
when in a man's short. 
KW: I've also been seeing a lot 
of plaid shorts on ladies lately, and 
I just don't feel good about them. I 
actually really like them on preppy 
guys with polos and flip-flops or 
boat shoes, but I can't really get on 
board with girls in plaid shorts. 
EP: Okay, I hear all of your argu-
ments against most shorts. And, 
normally, I would agree. However, 
shorts are having a huge fashion 
moment right now, and they can be 
so fab. I'm all down for plaid shorts 
on women, but the look has to be 
very Hamptons, J. Crew or Ralph 
Lauren (note, these looks can be 
done on the cheap). Also: try cuffed 
(and even pleated) cotton shorts 
with a cute heel that is colorful and a 
looks "natural" (i.e. is not patent). 
I am very much done with cargo 
shorts for men. No more. Please go 
for leaner lines, well-tailored looks, 
and simple pockets (because, really, 
what are you keeping in those bulky 
side pockets anyway?!?!). 
AA: I guess that one of the bot-
tom lines with shorts is, try to keep 
it simple while making the look your 
own. Shorts are difficult because 
they are just now coming to be popu-
lar garments in the fashion world. 
I still am not sure what to think of 
shorts as formal wear, which is why 
my take on the tights/ shorts look is 
less than enthusiastic. But the other 
bottom line is, if you feel good in 
it, you will be able to carry off your 
look fabulously well. 
Ethics, Culture and Mormons 
Ry.mDay 
Staff Writer 
As a student of anthropology, 
questions of culture and especially 
the acceptance of the traditions 
of other cultures are always in the 
forefront of my mind. As an "anthro-
pologist," I have been taught to 
take a culturally relative viewpoint 
towards the customs and traditions 
of other peoples; that is, to accept 
that those customs and traditions, 
strange though they may seem to 
me, are the very important cultural 
makeup of those peoples, and there-
fore are important. 
When I read the news-which 
I do far less than I would like to 
admit-I am always on the lookout 
for stories that have to do with cul-
tures other than my own. I'd like to 
say that that is the anthropologist 
in me, and I would even go as far as 
saying that most other anthropolo-
gists- or anthropology students-
do the same. Such is the nature of 






recent news that happened to catch 
my eye was of the Fundamentalist 
Mormon compound that was raided 
in Eldorado, Tex. According to CNN, 
the police received a distressed 
phone call from a 16-year-old girl 
who claimed that she had been 
the victim of sexual and physical 
abuse on the ranch, prompting law 
enforcement to search the entirety 
of the ranch. They also removed 
all women and children from the 
ranch, and they are now in protec-
tive custody. 
This culture, that of the 
Fundamentalist Church of Jesus 
Christ of Latter Day Saints, though 
living in the same country as myself, 
struck me as one completely dif-
ferent than my own. Even more, 
it struck me as a culture that I 
cannot understand, as I am not a 
part of it and have no academic or 
personal background in the subject. 
This clean plate provided a starting 
point for me. 
Ethically, this means that all 
traits of such a culture are to be 
Photo poll by Sarah Page 
What do 
• you miss 
about Winter 
TermP 
understood as important with-
in their own cultural sphere and 
viewed with relativity and without 
bias. This is where the ethical dilem-
ma begins. In "American" culture, 
we are socialized to believe that 
any sexual relationship with a child 
under a certain age is wrong. The 
exact age varies from person to 
person, and it even varies legally 
from state to state. As a part of 
a group deemed "Americans," we 
are en-culturated with numerous 
ideas that conflict strongly with 
the cultural traits being brought 
out by the case against FDLS. Court 
documents released from the FDLS 
case claim that girls as young as 
13 were being forced into marriage 
and sexual activity with much older 
men. Sometimes these marriages 
involved polygamy. 
Of course, the anthropologist 
in me thinks differently. Cultures 
are not the same, and who is to 
See Ethics on page 9 
- Corey Garrett 
Spring term and dating 
The staff of The Lawrentian 
and I believe that I am qualified to 
write this column not only because 
I have successfully hooked up with 
an exceptional number of Lawrence 
celebrities, both past and present, 
but because I have consciously pre-
vented any of these flings from 
blossoming into an unwanted ball 
and chain attached to my carefree 
college life - the committed rela-
tionship. 
This is, after all, the goal of all 
weekend hookups, so therefore I 
am the best at them. Clearly, I am 
impartial and steadfast in the face of 
love, and perfectly able to advise the 
awkward, fum-
bling Lawrence 
campus in a 




M a n y 
Lawrentians I 
know believe 
they will never 
date within 
the Lawrence 
bubble. This is probably true and 
in their best self-interest. Spring is 
about the time of year when gradu-
ating seniors begin to let go of their 
long-term significant others in favor 
of the promising new options in the 
real world. 
Even the most stalwart fresh-
men daters have dumped their high 
school sweethearts and buckled 
down to face three more years with 
Lawrence goggles firmly fastened in 
place. To some, this fact is daunting, 
but I argue that this is not so. 
You are probably not attractive 
enough to be qualified to complain 
about the lack of potential dating 
options you find among your fellow 
students. In fact, college will prob-
ably prove to be a time for you to 
flourish among other mediocre-look-
ing, awkward people with obscure 
interests, much like yourself. 
This is a promising time! It is 
also the advent of spring term, the 
most lusty term at Lawrence. As the 
weather rises out of single-degree 
temperatures, we eagerly jump at 
the chance to don shorts and sun-
dresses, and as we begin to take off 
our clothes and smile a little more, 
we gradually become more attractive 
to the opposite sex. As Lawrentians 
begin to emerge from hibernation, 
they start to scout for any and every 
potential spring fling. 
Spring term offers many exciting 
opportunities to form meaningful, 
lasting relationships with your peers. 
Two of Lawrence's most anticipated 
parties are hosted during spring 
term. Freshmen love these parties, 
mostly for the sole reason that they 
provide girls with the socially accept-
able chance to dress how they wish 
they could every day. 
Co-Op's Not Exactly Naked party 
and that Sig Ep party are the perfect 
times to look for a potential mate, 
because most people at these parties 
are not only scantily clad, but they've · 
come on a mission. While surround-
ed by hundreds of half-naked people 
who share your goal, the odds are 
clearly stacked in your favor. 
If you're look-
ing for love during 
spring term, attend-
ing both of these 
social events is prac-
tically mandatory. 
Not attending would 
indicate that you had 
no romantic interest 
in any of your fellow 
Lawrentians, which 
is a bold statement 
to make unless you 
are a graduating senior or heartless. 
Even most seniors can't escape 
the romance in the air. Many of them 
become anxious and even a little 
nostalgic. They'll likely see nothing 
wrong with stooping to hook up with 
an eager freshman or sophomore 
while their dignity is still under 
the protection of acceptable college 
behavior standards. 
Some seniors even rush into 
these situations as soon as they 
realize that the window of oppor-
tunity is closing to act on awkward 
impulses. If you're a freshman with a 
pretty big crush that you have feared 
will remain unrequited, don't fear. 
Spring term is the time to act on the 
improbable. 
Sometimes, in very few extreme 
cases these "relationships" even 
blossom into something more, and 
overstay their welcome through the 
summer and into the "real world.' 
But this is not encouraged, and actu· 
ally proves to be pretty humiliating 
for all involved. The most acceptable 
time to end these necessity hookups 
is as soon as possible. Lawrence 
is the perfect environment to have 
embarrassing relationships. Once 
you enter the real world, people are 
less forgiving. 
There is no need to give up yet. 
Spring term is a good term for love 
at Lawrence. With my help, you can 
be unstoppable. 
Who contributed the most? YOU DECIDE! 
Phillip Swan - Steve Syverson - Robert Schaupp 
David Thompson - Marda Bjornerud 
Voting for the 2008 Babcock Award closes at 11:59pm on Sunday, Apr.13. 
Vote for your most favoritest candiate on Voyager before it's too late! 
"Chrisnnas." 
- Molly Kriva 
- Kevin Gabrielsen 
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WLFM 
Lawrence has a gem on campus that is frequently overlooked by 
many of the student body. Around forty Lawrentians work at WLFM.net 
providing the campus with around twenty shows on a weekly average. 
These shows run from Hip Hop during the Chill with Rich Jones at 10-
12 p.m. on Wednesday nights to one hour of vinyl and new music with 
Chris Wright starting at 7 p.m. on Thursday. Lawrence Late on Tuesdays 
from 10-12 hosted by Drew Baumgartner with Dieter Hungerayer, Zach 
Olson and Matt Mohns features an impressive display of Lawrence 
news, sketches and music. 
1n the coming week, WLFM will be broadcast in the Union Grill due 
to student efforts led by Chris Wright. This move is positive not only 
for students who work at WLFM, who now have a great opportunity to 
share their favorite music with a bigger audience, but also for frequent 
Grill patron. WLFM requires its DJs to have half of each shows consist 
of 50 percent of new music; this will result in a greater chance to hear 
new music that grill users may not be exposed to. We at the Lawrentian 
believe that this is exchange of culture is a great addition to the liberal 
arts environment. 
After the university sold the rights to the traditional radio broad-
cast in the summer of 2005, the station has not been listened to or 
talked about properly on or off campus except during trivia weekend. 
While we trust that administration made the educated decision, the 
move bas diminished Lawrence's involvement with the greater Fox 
Gties community. 1n Milwaukee, for e,"ample, the Milwaukee School of 
Engineering has an almost equal involvement in Milwaukee affairs as 
the much larger schools, UWM and Marquette, due to its radio station 
90.7 WMSE. 
Broadcasting of Lawrence Conservatory concerts would be a logical 
move that we would like to see in order to further expand the connec-
tion of the Lawrence community. This would allow both alumni, parents 
and prospective students to catch up with and listen in to Lawrence 
ensembles. WLFM already broadcasts select basketball and football 
games, and we would like to see more of those. We feel that helping 
alumni and Lawrence community members to keep in contact with 
cherished, ongoing parts of the university-conservatory ensembles 
and athletic teams-is a logical step for both WLFM and the university. 
It snowed in Appleton this past 
week. We are solidly in April and 
should be experiencing spring. April 
showers would be acceptable, but 
not snow. The reason for this apoca-
lyptic weather is clear: we have a 
Jonah among us. 
I was in Georgia over spring 
break and the weather was love-
ly: God is only punishing us. Fred 
Phelps is off-base in thinking that 
all of America is targeted. The Jonah 
is an Appletonian, more specifically, 
a Lawrentian. One of us has been 
cursed by God, having displeased 
him in some way. 
This winter's weather was not 
terrific, but not as undeserved as 
this latest snowfall. God's displea-
sure must be a recent arrival. No 
one is being punished for some-
thing done as a child, or for a 
generational curse. The punishment 
is for a recent infraction - but 
not too recent. This is not the Old 
Testament, where God would smite 
us the day after some sinning. By 
2008, he probably gives sinners at 
least a week to sufficiently apolo-
gize for their actions. 
The transgression probably 
occurred over spring break or 
the closing days of finals week. 
Someone acted against God and he 
gave him or her a week or two to 
repent and do a little sacrificing. 
Unfortunately, the person did not 
repent, as evidenced by the freeze, 
and now we all must face the brunt 
of God's wrath. 
We need to stop complaining 
about the weather and take care of 
this situation. People generally con-
front their problems with whining 
and retreat. This cold streak is no 
exception, and students have taken 
to bitching about the weather and 
hiding from it, underneath multiple 
layers and other people's beds. We 
should not be so passive, however, 
and should take matters into our 
own hands. We can have open skies 
and high temperatures only after 
we rid ourselves of the Jonah in our 
midst. 
The usual tactic for such an 
operation is to draw lots, but orga-
nizing a lot-drawing for 1400 people 
would be a little cumbersome. We 
also would not find a time when 
all of us could meet. Convo hour is 
supposed to not be booked to allow 
events such as this to take place, but 
many connies have "academic" pro-
grams planned during those times. 
We could probably find the cul-
prit with a little detective work, 
however, and avoid the lot-drawing. 
It is likely that someone cheated 
7 
during finals week. We could get the 
faculty to create a list of students 
who performed poorly on midterms 
and showed little comprehension of 
the subject material, yet managed 
to do very well on finals. These stu-
dents probably cheated so that they 
could pull their grades up to a C and 
keep the S/U on. 
From this set of students we 
could look at the ones experiencing 
especially bad luck, for God is prob-
ably personally punishing them as 
well. We should publicly condemn 
and/or flog these students until 
the weather changes for the better. 
Cheating is not that big of a deal 
- I do it all the time - so this pen-
ance should cover Lawrence for any 
finals week misdeeds. 
This condemning/ flogging 
might not totally cleanse Lawrence, 
however, because a lot of transgres-
sions probably occurred over spring 
break. Sinning· goes hand-in-hand 
with fun in the sun, much like rum 
goes with Coke, or if you prefer, 
rum and Coke goes with sinning. 
Students in exotic locales such 
as Cancun or Gainesville were prob-
ably offending God left and right. 
Even non-traditional spring break 
locations could be home to some 
big-time sinning. We should casually 
slide up next to fellow Lawrentians 
and ask them how their spring break 
was, uncovering any sort of trans-
gression. Many students probably 
disrespected others, broke rules, 
and were sexually immoral. When 
we uncover such crimes the offend-
ers should be forced to leave the 
school. Lawrence's purity - and 
spring - depend on it. 
Pregnant Man! Transgendered man to give birth 
Brighton Fowler the Advocate how heteronormative they had to perform at home because for discrimination or hatred. of the gender binary. It is hard to 
s,arr W'mcr he and his wife Nancy really are... they were so badly discriminated The world is changing at a rapid deny that we don't divide humanity 
I absolutely have to report on 
the pregnant man. Not only do I 
think that male pregnancy could be 
an exciting point of inquiry for femi-
nism, the pregnant man, Thomas 
Beatie, is from my hometown, Bend, 
Oregon. 
Ok, so let me back-track a 
little bit here. For those of you 
who don't know the story-aka you 
didn't watch Oprah last week-you 
are probably a little bit confused. 
Thomas is a female to male trans-
sexual. He was born female, transi-
tioned is his twenties, and is now 
living legally as a man. All of his for-
mal identification has been changed 
from female to male. Thomas has 
also undergone breast removal sur-
gery and for the past ten years has 
been taking testosterone. Until very 
recently, approximately six months 
ago, Thomas and his wife looked 
like your "typical" heterosexual 
couple. 1n his own words, Thomas 
explains in an article he wrote for 
- Imtiaz Khan 
that is, until the pregnancy. against by the medical community pace, a fact that I think is pret- into two categories, male or female, 
"To our neighbors, my wife, who refused them care. ty clear anywhere you go ... except and for those who feel they can't 
Nancy, and I don't appear in the The couple just recently decided maybe in Appleton (kidding!). GLBTQ honestly check either of those boxes, 
least unusual. To those in the quiet !O release their story to the world (Gay Lesbian Bisexual Transgender like Thomas, the pressure to choose 
Oregon community where we live, we via The Advocate, which was quickly Queer) stuff is just beginning to hit a socially acceptable gender can be 
are viewed just as we are - a happy picked up by Oprah and People the main stream and with it a lot of pretty strong. 
couple deeply in love. Our desire to Magazine. The couple decided that hetero-norms are being questioned We just had a transgender cou-
work hard, buy our first home and they would go public with their story and what is typical or normal is ple leave the Lawrence community, 
start a family was nothing out of the so that they could have some sem- being re-evaluated. Oprah made an a pair who was as interesting as they 
ordinary. That is, until we decided blance of control over the message alarming comment in her interview were inspirational. I think that living 
that I would carry our child." that was being sent to the public, with Thomas. She was trying to push on the fringes of society, outside 
You are probably wondering which is basically: we are a normal at the particulars of why Thomas the borders of "normalcy", takes 
why and how Thomas is the one couple, having a normal baby, from felt it necessary to transition to a tremendous amount of courage. 
who is carrying the baby? Well, first a normal community, and would like male. Thomas explained that he had The hatred and violence against 
of all, Thomas never received sex to be treated as such. always felt androgynous and identi- queer individuals is truly ghastly 
reassignment surgery or had his What I found most interesting fied more with masculine charac- (by queer I mean anyone, whether 
reproductive organs removed, so he about this story, besides the fan- teristics but the world was overall its their race or there sexuality or 
is fully equipped to carry a child. tastic nature of the situation, is the uncomfortable with his androgyny, their gender identity or their socio-
However the testosterone did have emphasis on the normalcy of this which was the main reason he decid- economic position or their career 
some affect on his external genita- situation and these individuals. A ed to transition. Oprah responded, that falls outside of what is deemed 
lia, enlarging his clitoris so he can pregnant man, however liberal or in the way that only Oprah can, that acceptable by the hegemony). And I 
actually achieve penetration during open-minded you may be, is any- well, yeah, (duh) the world is just think it would be well, and fine, and 
intercourse. Nancy, on the other thing but normal. Yet, just because Man and Woman. And unfortunately proper, and good to just keep judg-
hand, the likely mother, was unable Thomas's pregnancy isn't "normal" in some ways I have to agree. ments of difference in check before 
to have children do to medical com- doesn't make it necessarily bad. It Oprah's comment, however we all start sounding as ignorant as 
plications and thus Thomas became may be incomprehensible, unexpect- alarming in its ignorance of trans- Oprah. 
the obvious candidate. Thomas was ed, or even weird, but I don't think gender realities, is a pretty main-
artificially inseminated, a procedure it should be yet another opportunity stream assessment of the "realities" 
"Snow. Oh wait, false." 
- Anna Hainze 
- Andrew Penning 
"My fake I.D." 




Making music from anarchy 
Ben Levine 
!;or The Lawrenlian 
and arrange music. The software 
also makes use of networking, allow-
ing group performers to communi-
Electronic music has been steadi- cate with each other's music while 
ly growing in popularity since the onstage and "live coding," which 
innovators of Kraftwerk released the allows people to altar their music 
classic album Autobahn. Students at composition in the middle of per-
Lawrence got the chance to develop formance. The software is free and 
their own electronic music skills open source, meaning anyone has 
by attending a workshop hosted by permission alter and improve upon 
Chris Burns this past Saturday. the coding. 
At this workshop, Burns showed As Chris explained the software 
students how to use his newly and showed students how to create 
developed Network Resources for basic tones, the "beeps" and "hoops" 
Collaborative Improvisation (NRCI) of electronic music filled the room. 
software in order to easily compose It sounded as if two robots were 
complex electronic music. The work- having a highly heated discourse. 
shop was located in the basement of All different types of tones and 
the Music-Drama building. All of the pitches came from the computers. 
students came ------------ The students were 
with their tap- . making their own 
tops ready and How to create basic f ones, electronic music. 
the NRCI soft- the "beeps" and "hoops" of Chris would later 
ware installed. electronic music go on to e>.'Plain 
Chris Burns the more advanced 
developed the features of NRCI, 
NRCI software along with collabora- such as how to make two computers 
tor Greg Surges. Chris is a profes- communicate using the software. 
sor at the University of Wisconsin The students all seemed to 
Milwaukee campus and is both a find the workshop engrossing. 
chamber and electronic music com- Throughout the workshop, students 
poser. In addition to teaching, Chris were asking many questions and 
also facilitates the Milwaukee Laptop expressing delight at the breadth 
Orchestra (MiLO), an electronic music of features available to them with 
performance group. He has been the NRCI software. Collin Mccanna, 
active in l\liLO for over one year. a music student at Lawrence, 
Before this workshop, Chris had described the experience as both fun 
only taught NRCI to other members and worthwhile. He says that NRCI is 
of MiLO. The students attending the now "another weapon in [his] arsenal 
workshop were the first people to of electronic music software." 
learn the software outside of Chris' These positive responses show 
composition group. Needless to say, the growing interest in electronic 
Chris seemed excited to teach his music on campus. There is already a 
software as well as hear feedback small student group recently formed 
from the students. called the EMC which is designed 
The NRCI software itself is rela- around listening to and creating 
tively simple suite style program that electronic music. With such sophisti-
is designed for both music creation cated technology like NRCI becoming 
and performance. How the software readily available, the complexity and 
works is by utilizing tools developed variety of electronic music is sure to 
in a software package called "Pd" only grow broader both on campus 
(Pure Data) in order to compose and around the world. 
Under The Same Moon 
David Vidaurre 
1:or The L.nwrwtia11 
gets into are completely ridiculous 
and implausible. The way he is res-
cued each time he gets into muddy 
"Under the Same Moon" is a waters Uust at the right moment!) is 
controversial new film directed by also irritating and not believable. 
Patricia Riggen that deals with immi- The movie also clearly and 
gration issues. It is the story of young unabashedly forces its political 
Carlitos whose mother, Rosario, has views on the audience. It is not 
left Mexico for Los Angeles in order simply a story about a boy looking 
to give her son a better future. for his mother and it should not be 
Carlitos does not understand regarded so simply; it is an attempt 
Rosario's efforts and is anxious to to make the audience sympathize 
be with his mother. Carlitos and with a political viewpoint. 
Rosario talk at 10 a.m . .-----------, The way the movie 
every Sunday morn- foists its views is usu-
ing, Carlitos from his ally unfair and exagger-
Grandmother's home ated - its portrayal of 
where he lives and Americans is ridiculous, 
Rosario from a public with only a single some-
payphone in East LA. what virtuous American 
This conversation is character that has a few 
the highlight of Carlitos' seconds of screen time. 
week. During one of Of course, there 
these conversations, he is nothing wrong with 
asks his mother when making a primar-
they will see each other ily politically motivated 
again, and before you know it, only film, as many great films are such, 
five minutes into the movie, half the but the way this movie treats the 
audience is in tears along with the issues is unfair and even manipula-
characters on the screen. tive. 
This early scene is just one scene And when a movie is in the busi-
of many - with approximately ten- ness of trying to make a point, the 
minute intervals - that drive the critic, in judging the movie, should 
audience to tears. address how well and fairly that 
To be fair, however, it is a sad point is made instead of just focus-
story and continues to get sadder: ing on "the story." 
Carlitos' grandmother suddenly dies It wasn't all terrible. The movie 
one morning. He discovers her dead certainly was moving and the audi-
as he goes to give her breakfast. ence certainly does want Carlitos to 
ow, feeling completely alone, he find his mother - except for those 
goes off in search of his mother. who would prefer him to be back in 
A series of unlikely coincidenc- Mexico, of course. 
es and astonishing luck land him The movie tries very hard and 
in Tucson, Ariz. where he briefly succeeds at making us sympathize 
meets 1vith his father who he had with Carlitos and Rosario. If noth-
only recently realized existed, and ing else it might be regarded as a 
eventually to Los Angeles where the story of human achievement over 
search for his mother begins. great and frequently unbelievable 
If films were judged according obstacles. 
to how much they can make you cry, The movie puts a face on the 
this movie would be spectarular. But immigration issue - a cute nine-
unfortunately - for Riggen - that year-old face, to be exact - and 
is not how movies are judged, and might make conservatives who were 
most people require a little some- not alienated by the obnoxious 
thing more. shove-it-down-your-throat propa-
The adventures that little Carlitos ganda reconsider their views. 
Instruments of the Orchestra: The Viola 
Sonia Emmons 
for The Liwrtnhll11 
The viola is the misunderstood 
middle child of the string family. 
Sandwiched between the violins and 
cellos in pitch, its confident string 
siblings are known to hog the par-
ents' attention and tease the shy 
viola for its perpetual clumsiness 
and soft voice. Yet rather than break-
ing its strings in anger, the humble 
viola simply responds with a dark, 
chocolate-y song. Its sweet sound 
has a mellowing effect on listeners. 
Even the word rolls smoothly off the 
tongue. Vee-OH-lah. 
The viola is sometimes confused 
with the violin because both instru-
ments are played on the shoulder. 
But in music size does matter: the 
viola is longer, wider and thicker 
than a violin. It is also a perfect 
fifth lower than the violin, which 
means there's a juicy C string and 
no E string. An inflated body renders 
the viola more difficult to play and 
even harder to project amidst a sea 
of high-pitched violins, cellos and 
growling basses. Orchestral parts 
tend to put the viola in the frustrat-
ing position of being seen and not 
heard. What makes the viola truly 
grand is its voice. It supplies the rich 
inner harmony that gives the music 
a rounded fullness. 
A member of the great Amadeus 
String Quartet once said that a string 
quartet is like a bottle of fine wine: 
the cello is the bottle that holds 
everything together, the first violin 
is the label and decorations on the 
bottle and the second violin and 
viola are the delectable wine inside. 
Professor of Music Matthew 
Michelle served the finest of wines 
on April 3 in a recital with Professor 
Michael Kim, piano. The two 
stretched together backstage before 
collaborating brilliantly on two well-
established sonatas in the viola rep-
ertoire: Sonata for Viola and Piano, 
op.1-!7 by Dimitri Shostakovich and 
Sonata in E-Flat for Viola and Piano, 
op.1 20, no. 2 by Johannes Brahms. 
As is his custom, Michelle deliv-
ered interesting, chuckle-worthy 
commentary before each piece. 
The first piece on the program 
was the lengthy Shostakovich sona-
ta. Completed three days before the 
composer's death, the three move-
ments are strikingly different in 
style and mood. The first move-
ment is sweet with a touch of secret 
madness. Often the piano played a 
lyrical line while the viola floated 
above it producing a chilling sound, 
sometimes intentionally harsh. The 
second movement felt a lot like fid-
dle music. Michelle's bow bounced 
across the strings, seeming at times 
to laugh maniacally. 
The third movement famously 
quotes Beethoven's "Moonlight" 
Sonata. Michelle achieved a sound 
that was eerily hollow but not empty. 
His big viola sound filled Harper Hall 
with a richness that was matched 
by Kim's active piano playing-his 
lovely page turner was kept quite 
busy. 
The Brahms E-Flat Viola Sonata 
is a musical gem. Violists are prone 
to singing the second movement, 
Appassionato ma non troppo alle-
gro, in the shower or while perusing 
the Journal of the American Viola 
Society. Michelle and Kim's perfor-
mance of the sonata was sensitive 
and lyrical. 
Prof. Michelle delighted the audi-
ence with a short piece for solo 
viola piece entitled Arrival Platform 
Humlet for Middle-Fiddle Single 
(Viola Solo) by Percy Grainger. The 
viola imitated the sounds of train 
whistles and the nervous humming 
of someone awaiting his sweetheart's 
arrival on the train. 
The viola often receives unde-
served abuse from people who e.1joy 
telling jokes at the expense of oth-
ers. Please, rather than telling your 
favorite viola joke, find a violist and 
ask to hear some sweet tunes. Yr,u'll 
be happy you did. 
t:;Q. HELP rHE ENVIRONMENf 








"Shine a Llght" 
DVD 
Tuesday, April 15 
"Llons for Lambs" 
"There Will Be Blood" 
"Walk Hard: The Dewey Cox 
Story" 
"Water Horse: The Legend of the 
Deep" 
Music 
Tuesday, April 15 
Clinic "Do It" 
Nick Cave & the Bad Seeds 
"Dig!!! Lazurus Dig!!!" 
Young Knives "Superabundance" 
The Breeders "Mountain 
Battles'" 
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artist Brad Killam opened a new 
exhibition, "Five Reasons to Build a 
Bench," at the Wriston Art Center's 
Hoffmaster and Kohler galleries, 
with an opening reception lecture 
last Friday. 
Killam admits a strong admira-
tion for artwork that stretches the 
limits of what materials belong in 
the gallery. During the lecture, he 
quipped, "When I heard about this 
exhibition I thought, 'Oh, great, I can 
clean out my garage."' He was not 
kidding. 
The exhibition looks like the 
contents of a garage, tidied up, sepa-
rated into discrete piles and spread 
out on a clean wooden floor to exam-
ine. There are no obvious signs of 
manipulation; the disassembled bed, 
the pile of boards, and the bundle of 
insulation must have looked exactly 
the same, albeit somewhat dustier, 
in his garage. 
It is an honest portrait of a 
garage, with the sorts of quirky piec-
es of junk that are too odd or ugly 
to be invented and yet are somehow 
universal. There was the inexpli-
cable small bowl with the large towel 
bunched up in it, the broken-off 
trailer hitch from a truck and a few 
things I could not identify. 
One piece of whimsy was the 
sawhorse-painting table with a yel-
low balloon sitting on it. Killam was 
not trying to be cute. "That was 
Oliver [his son]," he explained. "He 
was decorating for a birthday party 
and put a balloon on it, and I said, 
'Look at that. It's beautiful."' 
To decorate the gallery walls, 
Killam moved from the garage to, 
presumably, the fridge door. He 
made a couple large collages of 
notes, notes from his kids, lists and 
Phoro by Jen Lox 
Killam shows off objects from his garage: recently transplanted to the \\"'nston ,\rts Gallery. 
to-do lists - another honest portrait 
of the clutter in our lives. 
In contrast to the found materi-
als theme, Killam also tacked up 
a few unframed blueprints of a 
small shotgun house. The design, of 
course, was simple and functional, 
in keeping with his affinity for mod-
ernist architecture, of which Killam 
said, "I can't get enough." 
Most out of character from the 
exhibit were the few painted land-
scapes scattered around. "I wanted 
to make connections between tra-
ditional art and the stuff from my 
garage," Killam explained. "I have 
some hesitation with the advancing 
world." 
While those connections may not 
be obvious, the contrast gives a 
little more depth and interest to the 
exhibit. 
In his lecture, Killam walked us 
through a couple dozen slides of his 
work that has been shown elsewhere 
and other works that have influ-
enced him. 
His pieces often experiment 
with fences and communication. In 
one gallery, he built a tall fence 
that greeted viewers as they walked 
through the door. In a backyard, 
he built a two-family picnic table 
straddling the two yards, forcing the 
families to interact. 
Throughout many of his influ-
ences, there is not only the eager-
ness to explore unusual materials 
and stretch the everyday into art, 
but also the interest in engaging the 
viewer, even making them part of 
the work. 
Killam has brought uncommon 
attention to common objects; the 
action of the viewer may be to decide 
what they mean. 
Pho to by Jen Cox 
Senior Gui- Chri :- tcnscn visits the avanr-ga.rdc exhibit, which opened rhis term in the \X!riston Gallery. 
Ethics 
continued from page 6 
say that American culture is the 
"right" culture? What even consti-
tutes "right" culture? Quite frankly, 
I do not think that such a thing 
exists. In a world where everyone 
lives differently, there can be no 
fixed truth. To even suggest such 
a thing is ethnocentric. This line 
of thinking brings me to cultural 
relativity. In anthropology, this is 
the norm. For example, anthropolo-
gists that study gang culture often 
hear about gang violence, another 
trait that is considered wrong by 
the general "American" culture. 
Still, wrong as it may seem within 
their own cultural construct, they 
take a stance of cultural relativity, 
opting to understand the culture 
rather than condemn it. 
By now, some people may be 
offended by what I am suggesting-
cultural relativity towards the FWS 
culture-but let me be dear. I am 
by no means firm on this subject 
myself. As I stated before, this is an 
ethical dilemma for me, and I can 
certainly understand an argument 
against the sort of ethical relativity 
that I have mentioned. I do hope, 
however, that some of you can look 
at this in a different light and see 
the members of the FLDS commu-
nity as people with different beliefs 
from yourselves, as opposed to the 
monsters that they are made out to 
be in the media. 
Artist Spotlight: 
Beth Wiese 
by Anna Hainze 
Though you have 
probably seen her shuf-
fling around campus, you 
probably would never 
have guessed that this 
sandal-and-sock-wear-
ing, impressively modest 
senior is one of the most talented 
tuba players that the conservatory 
has yet to see. 
But how did little Beth Wiese 
begin playing such an unwieldy 
piece of brass? "I actually started 
playing tuba sort of accidentally 
- I made a joke one day to our 
band director that I should take 
up the tuba, and I think my humor 
was lost on him because I had a 
tuba the next day," says Wiese. 
Though she herself admits 
this is a lame reason to start an 
instrument, no one can deny that 
playing the tuba has not turned 
out well for her. 
One doesn't normally think of 
tuba as being a particularly lovely 
or pleasant-sounding instrument, 
but those in attendance at Beth's 
Senior Recital last week saw 
this myth completely debunked. 
Gushed junior Tim Phelan, "It was 
just as good as seeing a profes-
sional performance-unbelievable." 
Beth's tuba-erect certainly does 
l'horo courtesy of Jenna Finon 
not begin and end at Lawrence 
University. In fact, as she is so 
loath to admit due to her bur-
densome modesty, she competed 
and placed second in the Leonard 
Falcone International Tuba and 
Euphonium Competition, was the 
winner of last year's LU Wind 
Ensemble Concerto Competition 
and a few summers ago was hired 
to perform with the American 
Wind Symphony Orchestra as they 
traveled around Louisiana on a 
barge. 
When asked what she planned 
to do with her post-Lawrence life, 
Wiese replied, "In true liberal arts 
fashion, I'm going to try to be a 
student as long as possible. Next 
fall, I'll be starting my masters 
in Tuba Performance somewhere 
cool. . .future career goals include 
world-famous tubist/world trav-
eler, but if I have to be realistic, 
I'd like to eventually teach and 
perform somewhere." 
"And that is the extent of my 
honor and glory." 
Chess Puzzle 
BIACI< TO MOVE 
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Hint: Fischer wins. Mate in one. 
Brought to you by La"'1'ence Chess Club 








For sports fanatics, fair-weather 
fans and basketball novices, Monday 
night's NCAA Championship game 
proved to be a thrilling battle of the 
two best teams in college hoops. 
All of the top four seeds in the 
tournament (of 64 teams) met in 
the Final Four for the first time in 
NCAA tournament history. Kansas 
beat North Carolina, jumping to a 40-
12 lead in the first half and Memphis 
routed UCLA 78-63. UNC rallied to 
within five points of Kansas in the 
second half, but the Jayhawks held 
them off with composed play in the 
closing minutes securing a solid 84-
66 victory. 
Memphis has looked strong as a 
team all season. Going into the cham-
pionship, they had only one loss and 
were picked by many to claim the 
national championship from Kansas 
on Monday night. However, Memphis 
faced some challenges. 
Kansas stud guard, lario 
Chalmers, sank a three in the final 
seconds of regulation play, send-
ing the game into overtime. With 
Memphis's star player Robert Dozier 
fouled out of the game, the Jayhawks 
dominated the overtime, winning 75-
68. Chalmers, who rescued Kansas 
from sure defeat, was reported to 
have been in the Alamodome four 
years earlier as a spectator and said 
that he would win a national title. 
His teammates were a big help to 
Chalmers, along with poor free throw 
shooting by Memphis, who missed 3 
of 4 crucial free throws in the last 
minutes of the game. 
So for those of you who were 
glued to your TVs for the last two 
and a half weeks hoping to win 
with your bracket, or for those who 
couldn't give a damn and are tired 
of hearing about March Madness, the 
Kansas Jayhawks have been crowned 
the National Champions. 
Time for baseball! 
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LU Baseball faces tough opponent Ripon 
{ 0 rr ~anweiler Tommy Schmidt and Wes Otte, the Hoping for better luck at their and Ben Konetzke both hit their first 
,a mer Yikes were unable to score any home opener Saturday, the Yikes career homers, with Konetzke going 
After posting a 3-5 record on runs. were again disappointed, as they 3-for-4 for the Vikings. Sophomore 
their spring break trip to sunny The second game looked more dropped both of their games with Luke Kostreva gave up 14 hits and 
Arizona, the Lawrence University hopeful for the Vikings. scores of 19-1 and 17-8. took the loss for Lawrence. 
baseball team opened its conference At the top of the third, Lawrence Ripon opened the first game Ripon swept the Midwest 
play with four losses to the Red scored its first run of the day when swinging, scoring seven runs in the Conference Performer of the Week 
Hawks of Ripon College. Robert Rashid crossed home plate. first five innings. Lawrence did not awards, with freshman Nick Beaman, 
Fresh off a game against former Andy Bremberger scored on a respond until the fourth inning, who hit four homers in the series, 
Ripon head coach Gordie Gillespie, Hawk Haiduke single and Ray Tucker when Ben Webster recorded the only taking Performer of the Week and 
recognized as the winningest coach scored off an error giving Lawrence run for the home team. sophomore Matt Dwyer snagging the 
in collegiate baseball history, Ripon the lead 3-1. The Red Hawks scored four runs pitching award. 
(12-3, 4-0 MWC) played host to Unfortunately, the game did not in the seventh and then pounded The Yikes will travel to face UW-
Lawrence Thursday for a double- end there, and the Red Hawks came out nine more runs in the eighth to Stout (9-1 0, 3-5 WIAC) and Beloit 
header, in which the Vikings lost the back to score seven more, five of prove their point. Frank Forseth got (12-6, 2-2 MWC) next week. 
first game 8-0 and the second 8-3. those in the eighth inning. Freshman the loss. 
Though they received two hits Andy Wilt took the loss for the The second game was not much 
from T.]. Frett and one each from Vikings. prettier, but Lawrence's Wes Otte 
Photo br Joy Manweiler 
The \'ikcs had their home opener again:.;r Ripon on \pril 5. Left: Senior Tommy Schmid, gives Ray Tucker :-om..: a<lvtcc. Right: Scmor catcher Tim Salm leads the team from behind 1hc plate. 
Torrin's Take on ... Ryan Braun 
Torrin Thatcher 
Sraff \X 'ri tcc 
When I was just a little guy, I 
went to the local softball park and 
watched my mom play her weekly 
Braun, the Brewers collected their bats against minor league pitching games spanning the end of the 1986 
first Rookie of the Year Award since and, most importantly, improve his season and beginning of 1987. Since 
Pat Listach in 1992. defense at third base. Braun played 1947, Pujols was the only other NL 
------------ softball game with her friends. I kept 
myself busy playing a game called 
"pickle" and collecting Brewers base-
Braun was taken with the fifth shortstop for the Miami Hurricanes, rookie to hit at least .320 and doh-
pick in the 2005 draft out of the and the transition to third was ber 30 homers, and of all prior NL 
University of Miami and he has done slightly difficult because he has Rookies of the Year, only Pujols and 
nothing but rake the ball his way never been solid defensively. Willie McCovey hit for higher batting 
Men's tennis 
drops two against 
Grinnell and St. 
Norbert 
Ben Webster 
Staff \X 'citcr 
Last weekend, the men's ten-
nis team faced off against Grinnell 
College in De Pere, Wis. Lawrence 
struggled against Grinnell, losing in 
all of the singles and doubles match-
es. Lawrence's record dropped to 5-8 
and Grinnell's moved to 13-5. 
It was a disappointing day with 
nine losses to Grinnell, but the 
Vikings improved against St. Norbert 
College. 
Lawrence's Travis Fondow 
defeated St. Norbert's Ryan Kerswill 
6-4, 6-1, and Ryan Dunn won one for 
Lawrence by defeating Mike Hyrczyk 
6-3, 6-3. 
In a doubles match, Daniel Hertel 
and Dunn defeated Adrian Acosta 
and Kerswill 8-5. The day, howev-
er, ended with St. Norbert on top, 
winning six matches to Lawrence's 
three. 
ball cards from the great police 
officers of Whitewater. I credit these 
experiences for germinating my love 
for baseball, stats and the Brewers. 
I distinctly remember attempting to 
collect all the players' cards from the 
team, memorizing the stats on the 
back and comparing these numbers 
to other baseball card packs I bought 
from the grocery store checkout 
line. 
Because I grew up on a dairy 
farm, my other sources of stats 
were found in either the newspaper, 
Sports Illustrated or a very slow inter-
net when it eventually came along. I 
think the relationship between milk-
ing a cow and downloading a web-
page was a direct one. 
At the end of the season, it's fun 
to predict who will win the individu-
al trophies based on their stats. This 
is the part where being a Brewers fan 
had its difficulties; the only thing.we 
competed for was a top pick in the 
draft or having our mascot slide into 
a big mug of Miller. 
Not only are we in the days of 
fielding a competitive team, but the 
days of hopeful hardware are around 
now that Brewers fans are able to 
enjoy the play of several perennial 
all-stars Prince Fielder, Ben Sheets 
and Ryan Braun. These three have 
garnered multiple trophies, All-Star 
appearances and top ten finishes in 
major voting categories. Thanks to 
through the minors and into the big While playing for the Sounds, averages. Because of this awesome 
leagues. he killed the ball with averages of display of efficiency at the plate, 
As a newcomer playing rookie .342/.418/.701, and hitting 10 horn- Braun beat out Troy Tulowitzki for 
ball with the Helena Brewers in 2005, ers in 34 games. The Brewers had no the Rookie of the Year Award by 
he batted .341, had an on-base per- reason to keep Braun out of their big receiving 17 of the 32 1st-place 
centage of .383, a slugging percent- league lineup. votes. 
age of .585 and had 10 RBIs in just In game 48 of the season against There are several heads on ESPN 
41 at-bats. Soon realizing that Braun the San Diego Padres, Braun made who believe Braun will compete for 
was able to go up a level in the his major league debut at Petco batting titles for years to come, but 
minors, he went to the single-A West Park. He went 1-4 with a double and the facet of his game that's lacking 
Virginia Power. In 37 games, Braun scored a run in the Brewers 8-6 loss. is his defense. 
had stats of .355/.396/.645, 35 RBI The next day, he went 3-4 with his His defense at third base doesn't 
and eight homeruns in 152 at-bats. first career homerun. Throughout need to improve. Because of the 
Braun remained here for the rest of the rest of the season, Braun had acquisition of center fielder Mike 
the season. many milestones to mark his rookie Cameron, the team moved Bill Hall, 
He began the 2006 season season. His first four-hit game came the incumbent center fielder, back 
with the single-A Brevard County in his 25th career game against to third base, where he played some 
Manatees. In 59 games, Braun com- the Royals and his first multihomer early in his career, and moved Braun 
piled stats of .274/.346/.438, 37 came in his 38th career game versus out to left field once it was vacated 
RBI, 7 homers and 14 stolen bases. the Nationals. He finished the season by Geoff Jenkins. Through the first 
Even though his averages had taken with averages of .324/.370/.634 and six games of the season Braun has 
a slight hit, his season was divid- other stats of 34 homers, 97 RBI, 15 not committed an actual error, but 
ed between the Manatees and the stolen bases, 26 doubles, 146 hits he has misjudged some balls. But 
double-A Huntsville Stars. While and 91 runs in 113 games. with only ten putouts on the year 
there in the Southern League for These numbers laid the grounds and no assists, it is too soon to judge 
59 games, Braun had averages of of one of the greatest rookie seasons how successful he'll be in left. 
.303/.367.589, -10 RBI, 15 homeruns, ever. But just how good was it? With the lineup that the Brewers 
and 12 stolen bases. Braun played He broke Mark McGwire's record are able to -put on the field, Braun 
better on the double-A team than for slugging percentage that he es tab- should have many opportunities to 
on the single-A team. Because of lished in 1987 and the Brewer rookie knock in runs and see pitches to 
play and continual improvement, the record of 28 homeruns that Prince hit. His run of success proves that 
Brewer suits couldn't keep him from Fielder hit in 2006. The 20 homeruns he'll be able to swing the lumber 
climbing. he hit in 64 games were the fastest for years to come. With the way the 
In spring training 2007, there in the majors since Albert Pujols did season has started, it will be difficult 
was much talk of whether Braun it in one fewer game in 2001; Pujols for opposing pitchers to keep the 
was going to make the opening day finished 4th in MVP voting his rookie Crew off the board. I'm not worried 
roster or start the year on the triple- year, Braun 24th. He was the quick- about Prince not hitting any homers 
A Nashville Sounds. Doug Melvin est to 25 and 30 homeruns, 82 and because as long as we're winning, 
decided Braun should get more at- 94 games, since McGwire, 77 and 84 all is well! 
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Softball splits against Carroll 
~ouglas McEneaney run home run in the bottom of the 
siaff Wnicr first. Lawrence then coasted with 
With the beginning of spring the lead for the entirety of the game, 
comes the start of the softball sea- with much help from their pitching 
son for Lawrence University. This ace Marinac and well-played defense. 
year, the team impressively carries Lawrence won the first game 4-2. 
12 players, a much smaller squad The second game of the double-
than in past years. header did not finish as well as the 
Though having a smaller team first. Carroll jumped to an early 1-0 
has its disadvantages, it does allow lead in the second inning. Lawrence 
individual players to rise up time retaliated in the bottom of the inning 
and again, making the plays and to even out the score 1-1. 
helping their team win the game. However, Lawrence went score-
The season began away from less the next two innings while the 
the cold of Appleton in the warmth Pioneers scored one run in the third 
of Tucson, Ariz. Apparently excited and four in the fourth. Down 6-1, 
about being away from Wisconsin, Lawrence battled back evening up 
the softball team played well in the the score in the bottom of the sixth, 
beginning of their trip. after holding Carroll scoreless in the 
They began their season winning fifth and sixth innings. 
their first three games, a great sign Tied going into the seventh, the 
for the rest of their season. However, Pioneers scored two runs off of 
a string of good opponents and three hits, but were also given an 
tough losses caused them to end error that undoubtedly helped. The 
their trip on a somewhat sour note, Vikings, down again heading into 
losing their final seven games. the final inning, tried to climb uphill 
The Vikings hit well over the once again. 
break, with seven players above or Opportunity was given in the 
near the .300 mark. Senior Megan bottom of the seventh when the 
Butterbrodt and freshman Carli Vikings had two on and only one 
Gurholt had great power numbers out. Unfortunately, good pitching 
over the break, hitting home runs saved the Pioneers, as the Vikings 
and leading the Vikings in RBIs. went down quietly in the seventh 
Sophomore Alex Goodson, senior and lost 8-6. 
captain Carrie Van Groll and junior 1n the two-game series, the 
Jenna Reichel also played well over Vikings batted .263, significantly 
break, hitting at or above .400 and lower than they hit in Arizona. The 
contributing to much of the scoring. cold Wisconsin air, however, could 
Senior Cat Marinac started a not stop Butterbrodt from hitting 
majority of the games in Arizona, two home runs in the series or 
recording all three Lawrence wins. Gurholt from hitting one. 
This past weekend, the Vikings The Vikings played great defense, 
hosted Carroll College, their first committing only three errors over 
conference opponents of the year. the two games. 
Splitting and sweeping series early The Vikings play at Lakeland 
in conference are extremely impor- College April 10. This coming 
tant to the direction of the season, weekend, they play in the Midwest 
and the Vikings made it a goal to do Conference Classic in Janesville, Wis. 
either one in the conference opener. This classic is important to their sea-
ln the first game of the double- son and the team would appreciate 
header, Lawrence jumped to an early all the fans they can get. 
3-0 lead after Butterbrodt hit a three-
SAAC Update 
SAAC is the Student-Athlete Advisory Committee. Members from 
each of the Varsity sports teams serve as representatives for their teams. 
SAAC is an NCAA sponsored organization that serves to promote a link 
between the athletic administration and student-athletes. Every other 
week, SAAC meets to discuss events that connect LU Athletics to the 
community. 
Upcoming Events 
On April 22, SMC is sponsoring an event for Appleton residents, 
inviting them to turn off their TVs and come play on the Lawrence 
campus! Activities will be held on Main Hall green and in the Recreation 
Center between four and six pm. Some of the activities planned include 
tug-of-war, kickball, capture the flag and other outdoor games. They are 
requesting that every sports team volunteer for this event. If you are 
not a member of a Varsity sport but are still interested in helping out, 
please contact Alison Blegen at blegena@lawrence.edu. 
On May 17, SMC is hosting the annual Special Olympics competi-
tion. Before the event, however, they will be holding an auction to help 
raise money. On May 7 at 10 p.m. in the Coffeehouse, one member from 
each of the Varsity sports will be auctioned off. All proceeds will go to 
the sponsorship of the Special Olympics day. Show up, buy a Vike, and 
donate to a great cause! · 
Viking Performer of the Week 
Sophomore pitcher, Andy Frelich, 
had a solid game against Lakeland 
College Tuesday, . Apr. 8. The non-
conference game was won by the 
Vikings 7-3. The second game was 
cut short due to rain in the second 
inning with the Yikes up 5-0. Frelich 
surrendered 3 runs on 7 hits and 4 




Athlete of the Week: Justine Garbarski '08 
Ashlee Thatcher 
s ,aff \\ 'ri tcr 
Softball 
What is the greatest attribute you bring to the team? 
I know the game like the back of my hand. I bring my 18 years 
of experience to help improve our team's focus on the game. 
I also bring a sense of humor, which adds to my senior year 
being so memorable. 
What are some of your team and personal goals for the 
season? 
It is not a surprise that we have a small team, but I would like 
to see our team work together as a cohesive group and play 
each game as if it were our last. My personal goal has always L-------------liilL----' 
been to improve the quality of each of my at bats. J am not Garharski up at bar in Arizona over spm,;~~~:kb) Tara Carmody 
concerned with averages, but I would like to be more aggressive 
at the plate. 
What has been your favorite memory as a Lawrence fastpitch player? 
Our sprin!;' break trip to Arizona this year is my favorite memory of LU softball because I have never laughed so 
hard. I loved every moment of the trip and playing softball was fun too! 
If you could do anything, what would you do and why? 
My goal is 10 travel around the world, and I have a book that suggests 1,001 places to see. First stop: Italy. 
If you could be any superhero, which superhero would it be and why? 
I do not ha"e a specific superhero in mind, but I would like to have the ability to fly. 
Have you ever talked to your bat? What have you said or what would you say? 
I subconsciously tell my bat to make solid contact every time. 
Who is yow personal role model? 
My dad. He is just an amazing person and I admire his work ethic. 
UW-Oshkosh Invitational 
good practice for Yikes 
Matt Hoh 
Sta ff \X 'rucr 
Saturday, Apr. 5 both the men's 
and women's track and field teams 
were in action at the J.J Keller 
Field at Titan St;.1dium in Oshkosh. 
Sophomore stand-out, Madeline 
Steininger, led the way for the Vikings 
with three top ten performances. She 
boasted two third place finishes, 
one with a 1.65 meter jump in the 
high jump and the other with a 5.21 
meter long jump. She also placed 
seventh in the 100 meter hurdles. 
"It's nice to see other state schools 
that have higher caliber athletes. It 
helps to push yourself," Steininger 
commented about her performance. 
Steininger's outstanding perfor-
mances helped the women's team 
by adding to their 24 points, placing 
them ninth out of a strong 14-team 
field. Others competing included the 
UW-0 men's and women's track and 
field teams who placed first and 
second respectively last year in the 
Division III championships, along 
with competition from Division II 
schools like Michigan Tech. 
On the way to the ninth place 
finish, the Vikings had help from 
senior Chelsea Fickbohm who had a 
good day, placing r.inth in the Javelin 
throw with a distance of 28.89 
meters, along with a seventeenth 
place l'inish in the 400 meter dash 
with a time of 68.89 seconds. Senior 
captain Joy Manweiler received a top 
ten finish in the 3,000 meter steeple-
chase with a time of 13.5 minutes. 
Fellow senior captain Laurel Benson 
also had a great day with her four-
teenth place finish in the triple jump 
with a jump of 10.10 meters. 
For the men, Sophomore Evan 
Farnum had the best finish in Javelin 
with a throw of 40.36 meters, earn-
ing him a fourteenth place finish. 1n 
addition to the tough competition, it 
was Lawrence's first outdoor meet of 
the year. "It's tough to compete with 
these teams. Because of who they 
are and how they have finished in 
past years, they have better facilities, 
more money and more coaches to 
help out," Farnum said. "We have two 
great coaches, who do a phenomenal 
job, but that is like having only two 
football coaches for an entire team. 
Compared to other schools, it's a 
major disadvantage." 
It's also tough when you do not 
have the right equipment to use. 
As Farnum commented, "It's like 
asking a basketball team to practice 
on a nine-foot hoop with only half 
a court. It just creates a lot of chal-
lenges." 
With the tough competition, 
the Viking men's team was able 
to pull off some top 20 finishes 
including a sixteenth place finish 
by the 4x400 meter relay team of 
Russell Geisthardt, Jesse Peterson, 
Greg Haas and Matt Eddy. Also with 
sixteenth place finishes were junior 
Derek Micke in the long jump, with 
a distance of 6.08 meters and Mitch 
Guenther with a high jump of 1. 73 
meters. 
There were also three nineteenth 
place finishes by Micke in the 100 
meter dash, Haas in 400 meter hur-
dles and Guenther in triple jump. 
"When it comes down to it, this is 
incredible practice and great prepa-
ration for conference," Farnum said. 
The Viking track team is back in 
action on April 12 when they head to 
the Wisconsin Lutheran relays. The 
team goes with plans for continued 
success and hopes for improvement, 
as there are several team members 
who have never participated in track 
before. The lack of exP,erience leaves 
much room for learning and for 
team improvement. 






















North Standings MWC 
Carroll 3-1 









St. Norbert 0-0 
Lawrence 0-4 
Men's Tennis 
North Standings MWC 























Statistics are courtesy of 
www.lawrence.edu and 
www.midwestconference. 
org and are current as of 
Apr. 9, 2008 
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What's.,.on your W.ofi?: Casey Sautter~ 
1. "Casey Jones," The Grateful 
Dead 
I was named after this song. No 
joke. 
2. "Busted Bicycle," Leo Kottke 
Kottke plays the twelve string 
like no other. 
3. ''With a Little Help from My 
Friends," The Beatles 
Classic. This song makes me 
smile every time I hear it. 
4. "Heart in a Cage," Chris Thile 
Thile is the mandolin player 
from Nickel Creek. Sometimes I lis-
ten to his "How to Grow a Woman 
from the Ground" album on repeat. 
5. "Pickup Man," Joe Diffie 
This is the most hilarious coun-
try song ever. I know all of the 
lyrics. 
6. "Cheese Cake," Dexter Gordon 
Got to love jazz saxophone. 
7. "Independent," Webbie 
listen to this song. Understand 
why Genna Thompson loves it. 
Then understand why I love Genna 
Thompson. 
8. "The Opposite of Hallelujah," 
Jens Lekman 
This song reminds me of a real-
ly long car-ride and a particular 
Swede. 
lUIS.~IIJillaf* 11D•~ 
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9. ''Take Me Away from Here," Sara 
Masterson 
This is the dreamiest song. 
Thank you C. Drake. 
10. "Big Eyed Fish" Dave Matthews 
Band 
I only like three songs by DMB. 
This is one of them. 
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Staff of the Appleton 
Post -Crescent 
EDITORIAL POLICY: 
Editorial policy is deter-
mined by the editors. Any 
opinions which appear 
unsigned are those of the 
majority of The Lawrentian's 
editorial board. 
Letters to the editor are 
welcome and encouraged. 
The editors reserve the right 
to edit for style and space. 
Letters must be e-mailed to: 
lawrentian@lawrence.edu. 
Submissions by e-mail should 
be text attachments. 
- All submissions to editorial 
pages must be turned in to 
The Lawrentian no later than 
5 p.m. on the Monday before 
publication. 
- All submissions to the edi-
torial pages must be accom-
panied by a phone number 
at which the author can be 
contacted. Articles submit· 
ted without a contact number 
will not be published. 
- The Lawrentian reserves 
the right to print any submis-
sions received after the above 
deadline and to edit each sub-
mission for clarity, decency, 
and grammar. 
- Letters to the editor 
should not be more than 350 
words, and will be edited for 
clarity, decency, and grammar. 
- Guest editorials may be 
arranged by contacting the 
editor in chief or the editorials 
editor in advance of the pub-
lishing date. 
